
·Ensure that the fixing detail meets the requirements for the issued PS1.

·Layout the supplied channel to ensure the correct lengths are supplied and that they fit as required.

·The grub screw holes should face whichever side of the deck that is easier to adjust them from, e.g. on a

high rise building - on the inside of the deck.

·Check that the fixing positions at the base of the channel are lined up with the appropriate structure

beneath and the appropriate fixings.

·Fix the channel in place at one end and check for level. The channel should be straight so run a string line

along the channel to ensure the channel is straight. If required to fix, start from one end and bend the

channel into place as you go, from one side to the other.

·Fix the channel into place using the required fixings and in accordance with the PS1 requirements.

·Mitered corners do not need be mm perfect as they will be covered by the covers.

·Ensure that fixings are located correctly into the counter sunk screw holes in the channel.

·Place the grub screws into the pre-drilled holes, ensuring they protrude through the internal face of the

extrusion to catch the glass when installed.

·If the exterior face of the channel will be difficult to access when the glass is installed, it is best to put the

exterior cover and gasket in place at this stage.

·Place the clamps into the channel centered on the grub screw positons. Ensure the curved radius of the

clamp is placed into the curved radius of the channel, and the flat plate faces the grub screws.

·The glass clamps have a built in plastic packer at their base to align the curved radius of the clamp with the

curved radius of the base channel. Do not put separate packers into the base channel as this may interfere

with the tilting process/alignment of the clamps.

·The glass clamps are designed to hold both sides up hard against the channel wall to make it easier to

drop the glass in. Before inserting the clamps into the channel, if you bend them open to 180 degrees it

will help to ensure they hold themselves open.

·Place the glass into the glass clamps and place a level on the glass to achieve plumb. Level the glass panel

from the leading side, noting that the glass should not be lifted more than 5mm inside the clamps.

·Tighten the bottom grub screw hard first to help locate the curved radius of the clamp into the curved

radius of the channel. Then tighten the top grub screw (you may need to loosen the bottom grub screw at

this stage to achieve plumb). You may find it easier to hold the glass in the desired position (after the

bottom grub screw is tight) with a level on  the glass, and adjust the grub screws. Hand tighten only to

7-8kn. Adjust as required to plumb the panels. Ensure when plumb, all grub screws are tight.

·Check and cut the dimensions for the cover plates and place the rubber gasket into the cover once you

have checked the covers are right. Soapy water will help to install the rubber seals.

·To install the covers, start from one end and clip the cover into the bottom of the channel first, and then clip

it over the top.

·To remover the channel, if necessary, unclip at the top, starting at one end.

·Silicone endcaps, if required, into place.
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Top Fixing Hole Concrete Pad

110 50

12mm Ø

1) After determining the correct fixing point,

drill a 12mm dia hole, 110mm into the

concrete.

- Ensure the hole is straight and level

- Clean the hole out and check the correct

depth.

2) Insert the expansion plug.

- Ensure the plug is located at the bottom

of the hole.

- It may be easier to insert the screw into the

expansion plug and strike with a hammer to

get the plug into the bottom of the hole.

3) Use the provided Face fix tool to expand

the end of the expansion plug

- Ensure plug is driven home hard with a

hammer

- The expansion plug must be engaged for

the fixing to work.

Punch Tool

Concrete Fixing Detail ClearVista Surface Mounted System

4) Lay the channel onto the concrete face and

insert the screw through the channel and

tighten into place.

- The screw can be removed and retightened

as required when assembling the channel.

5) When the channel is ready to be installed,
screw the machine screws into place using 
a suitable epoxy to completely fill the hole 
and fix the complete assembly into place.

Base Rail
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